IoTLink app enables your smartphone to be an IoT gateway to connect with Wi-Fi sensors and cameras. It will protect your mobile properties safety, including RVs, boats, vacation homes, and automobiles.

**Requirement**
- The Android device needs to have 3G/4G/LTE connectivity in order to work best in a mobilized environment.
- The Android-based smartphone acts as a Smart Gateway, users need to leave the Android device in their properties.
- The system can add IP cameras, Wi-Fi security sensors such as door/window sensors, Wi-Fi Smart plug and automation devices into the Android devices’ hotspot network.

**Use Case**
When out for vacation and you happen to be away from your RV, our system secure your automobile safety with our security system.

Once a motion is detected, the camera starts recording automatically; in the meantime your carry-on smart phone will receive a push notification with 30-second video.

You can visualize the scene (inside and outside of the RV) at the same time via our IP Camera which can be turned 300 degrees to see a panoramic view remotely with your smart phone.

The recorded video clip will be shared in the app with local authorities as event evidence.

**Use Case**
Our system helps you secure key entry points inside of the traveling yacht.

Once a motion is detected, the camera starts recording automatically; in the meantime your carry-on smart phone will receive a push notification with 30-second video.

You can visualize the scene (inside and outside of the monitored door entry) via our IP Camera which can be turned 300 degrees to see a panoramic view remotely with your smart phone.

The recorded video clip will be shared in the app with concerned 1st responders as event evidence.

**Use Case**
IoTLink app enables your smartphone to be an IoT gateway to connect with sensors and cameras.

For product delivery, when the driver arrives at the place, the driver presses the smart button that will automatically trigger the camera to record for 30-second video.

The 30-second video clip will then be sent to the owners of package, shop, and Deliver Company for evidence and evaluation.

In case the automobile is intruded and motion is detected, the camera starts recording automatically; in the meantime your carry-on smart phone will receive a push notification with 30-second video.